1. **Smith & Wesson Model 629 .44 Magnum Hunter**

This firearm has all the bells and whistles you would expect from Smith & Wesson's Performance Center, such as a custom-tuned action, for which the Performance Center is well-known. The .44 magnum handgun, with a capacity of 6 rounds, is constructed from all stainless steel and has a two-tone finish that sets it apart from the standard products. The barrel has a few unique options like the dove-tailed front sight, integrated Picatinny rail, and of course the custom muzzle brake. The best feature of all is the red/green dot optical sight that ships with this ultimate hunting handgun. This pistol has a purpose of recreational handgun hunting and home protection.

CSF’s 25th Anniversary logo is engraved on the pistol. One of only eight pistols made.

*Donated by: Smith & Wesson*

2. **One Person, Five Days, Four Nights of Elk Hunting – Montrose, Colorado**

For the avid elk enthusiast or for someone new to the sport, this is a chance to claim your next big game trophy on private land! Explore the scenic Horsefly Mountain region on a five day, one person, guided elk hunt alongside one of the finest seasoned guides, Jack Flowers. The exquisite elk population and beautiful terrain around Montrose, Colorado awaits you.

Included: Accommodations, meals, trophy fees, as well as transportation from Montrose to the camp site. This package also includes a credit of $500 towards taxidermy.

Not included: Transportation, hunting license for permit area #62, and meat processing fee. Additional hunters or observers may be added to the hunt for an extra cost.

Time frame of trip: Colorado’s 4th rifle season. Mid November, 2015. Dates to be mutually agreed upon.

*Donated by: Jack Flowers of Hot “T” Camp, and Creative Concepts Taxidermy*
Browning X-bolt 300WSM and Nikon Monarch 3 2.5-10x42 Riflescope

When you need a hard-working, rugged and accurate high-powered rifle, the Browning X-Bolt Hunter is the only choice. Its low-luster finish on the solid steel receiver, barrel and walnut stock prevents glare and reflection. It has the complete X-Bolt package: crisp Feather Trigger with no take-up or creep that is preferred by experienced hunters, a center-fed rotary magazine, X-LockSystem and a soft Inflex recoil pad — every feature combines to make this X-Bolt rifle ideal for the discerning sportsman or woman. A bolt unlock button works with the top tang safety to enhance safety while unloading, and attached scope bases ensure optics stability.

The Nikon Monarch 3 2.5-10x rifle scope is a mid-sized masterpiece, with the perfect magnification range to encompass almost any hunting or shooting scenario. From Midwest Whitetails, to Alaskan Bear, the Monarch 3’s Ultra ClearCoat optical system will offer superior clarity and unmatched light transmission. The rugged 1-piece tube is 100% weatherproof, and features zero resettable 1/4 MOA windage and elevation turrets.

Donated by: FNH USA and Cabela’s

Six Anglers in “The Sportsmen’s Paradise”, Two Days, Three Nights - Venice, Louisiana

Now is the time for you to take five guests on an exclusive fishing trip in “the Sportsmen’s Paradise” -- Venice, Louisiana -- with the professional staff of the Coastal Conservation Association (CCA). If anyone knows Southern Louisiana’s waters, it’s the folks of CCA. It is not uncommon to catch daily limits of redfish (5) and speckled trout (25). CCA CEO David Cresson and CCA Tournament Director Rad Trascher will host six lucky anglers for three nights and two days of fishing aboard their two bay boats in Venice.

Included: Lodging and meals.

Not included: Transportation to and from Venice, LA (closest airport is New Orleans, LA), and licenses.


Donated by: Coastal Conservation Association
5 Custom CSF 25th Anniversary Spearpoint Knife

This hand-engraved custom piece crafted by William Henry Knives features 24kt gold inlays by Don Patch, and scales of 10,000 year-old Woolly Mammoth tooth fossil. The blade is hand-forged “Hornet’s Nest” damascus by Mike Norris. The one-hand button lock and the thumb stud are set with spinel gems. Displays in a glass top exhibition box. Includes certificate of authenticity. Retail value $6,500.

Donated by: American Knife & Tool Institute

6 Two Person, Three Days, Four Nights of Upland Bird Hunting and Trout Fishing – Central Montana

You and a lucky guest will travel to one of the best kept secrets of Montana. The secluded hunting and fishing grounds of central Montana expose the dynamic hunting and fishing opportunities that the area has to offer, with multiple species of fantastic upland game birds and phenomenal trout available for the taking!

Included: Accommodations, meals, and transportation during the hunt.

Not Included: Airfare and transportation to the ranch. You must purchase your own hunting and/or fishing license. Both licenses can be obtained from Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks for permit area #410. Additional days and/or observers may be added for a fee.


Donated by: Esper’s Under Wild Skies Outfitters and Western Skies Land Co.
7  

**Fausti DEA Side-by-Side Shotgun – 28 Gauge**

Since 1948, Fausti has been manufacturing hunting and competition shotguns with great care and passion, combining century old traditions with modern technology. Fausti shotguns are designed to meet the specific needs of demanding hunters and shooters, and this Dea-Fl Side-by-Side is sure to meet them.

This side-by-side, English-stocked 28-gauge Dea is a true 28-gauge-sized frame measuring a mere 1.75 inches across the bolsters, with a petite action only 1.83-inches high at its tallest. The Dea, which is Italian for goddess, points extremely well and is a joy to shoot. The little boxlock is styled and stocked after traditional English game guns and weighs less than 5 pounds. The barrels are blued and the stock is made of Oil-finished AAA European walnut. The Dea's receiver is based on the classic Anson & Deely action, and its barrels are assembled on the monobloc principle in which the barrel tubes are soldered into a breech section containing the locking lumps.

*Donated by: United Sporting Companies*

---

8  

**Richard Childress Racing V.I.P. Race Weekend Package for Two**

You and a guest will enjoy the NASCAR experience of a lifetime. The Richard Childress Racing V.I.P. Package is an unforgettable race weekend at a 2015 NASCAR track of your choice. The winner and guest will be honorary crew members with access to the Sprint Cup Series and Nationwide Series garage areas throughout the weekend, and seats on one of the RCR pit boxes during the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series race. The winner and their guest will also have photo opportunities with Richard Childress and the RCR drivers.

Race weekend cannot be claimed at: Daytona, Charlotte, Indianapolis or Sonoma.

Not included: Accommodations, meals, and transportation.

Time frame of trip: 2015 Sprint Cup Series.

*Donated by: Richard Childress Racing*
Eight Person, One Week, Oceanside Villa Rental at Moonshadow - Turks and Caicos Islands

While sitting poolside, you can see the ocean meeting the white sands of Sapodilla Bay. You can watch luxury sailboats and yachts approach a peaceful anchorage, while distant commercial ships make their way to the harbor at South Dock. Or, relax in the loft on the other side of the house and see pale turquoise waters gently lapping the white sandy beach at nearby Taylor Bay, with the vivid colorful waters of Chalk Sound visible in the distance. Enjoy great views from any of the open decks, covered decks, or on the screened porch while having cocktails or a memorable meal.

The interior of this villa is open and spacious with cathedral beamed ceilings in each room, an en-suite bathroom for four of the five bedrooms, a fully equipped kitchen with dishwasher, microwave, self-cleaning oven and more. Additionally, Moonshadow has cable TV, high-speed Internet access, stereo for CD’s and MP3 players, washer and dryer, as well as other amenities.

Following Hurricane Ike in 2008, the dock at Moonshadow was rebuilt and is now a beautiful two story dock down to the ocean with stairs down to the water. There is a small amount of coral right off of the dock for you to snorkel around. If you swim around the cliff to the right you will find yourself at Taylor Bay Beach.

Included: Seven days lodging at a luxury villa.

Not included: Transportation and meals.

Time frame of trip: May 1 - October 31, 2015. Dates to be mutually agreed upon.

Donated by: Charlie Schafer
10 Shimano / G. Loomis Anglers’ Dream Package

Sportsmen are always looking to add more gear to their collection. Why not start by adding the best? Shimano put together this serious package of saltwater, freshwater and fly-fishing gear for your next adventures. For over 80 years, Shimano has concentrated on precision engineering, one step at a time. Creating the most innovative products and processes you can hold in your hand today.

This comprehensive package will ensure you’re prepared for any angling situation. The package includes:
- Shimano Stella 2500 Spinning Reel
- G. Loomis Spinning Travel Rod
- Shimano Calcutta TE DC
- G. Loomis Baitcast Travel Rod
- G. Loomis NRX 5 Wt. Fly Rod
- Shimano Dryfender 3T Rain Suit
- Shimano Blackmoon Fishing Backpack
- Barona Tackle Bag

Donated by: Shimano American Corporation

11 Four Anglers, Two Days, Three Nights – Florida Keys Salt Water Charter Fishing

The International Game Fish Association has identified more saltwater angling world records in the Florida Keys than any other angling destination in the world. Marathon Key happens to be home to several of those records. That’s where you and three of your friends will have the opportunity to hook into Sailfish, Dolphin, Tuna, Snapper, Wahoo, Amberjack, Goliath Grouper and more. The laid-back lifestyle of the Key’s allows you to rejuvenate and re-energize your passion for fishing. A Yamaha Motor Corporation endorsed captain will guide you to all of the hot fishing spots.

Included: Accommodations for three nights and two days of fishing.

Not included: Transportation to Marathon, Florida, gratuities, food, beverages, and fuel surcharge.


Donated by: Yamaha Motor Corporation, USA
Carl Zeiss Sports Optics Package

Regarded as one of the best optics manufacturers in the world, Carl Zeiss Sports Optics put the ultimate optics package together for your next adventure.

**Riflescope: Victory HT 3-12x56**
The largest of the VICTORY HT line, the 3-12x56 model makes targets visible in last shootable light, when conventional optics fail. With the advanced HT glass, high-performance 56mm objective lens, the super-fine illuminated dot and ASV+ turret option makes this scope deadly accurate at any distance, in any light.

**Binoculars: Victory HT 10x42**
The Victory HT 10x42 is the benchmark for long-distance observation. It offers the finest detail and maximum brightness, deep into the twilight. The 10x magnification is easy to control with precision, thanks to the ergonomic design of the Comfort-Focus-Concept, which places the large focusing wheel in the new Double-Link-Bridge.

**Spotting Scope: Victory Diascope 85 T* FL Angled with Vario Eyepiece 15-45x/20-60x**
With a large 85 mm objective lens and maximum light capability, this is the ideal scope for sophisticated game observers. It is at its most impressive in challenging light conditions, and delivers bright images, clear colors and maximum magnification even in deep twilight. The Dual Speed Focus (DSF) combines two focusing speeds into a single knob. The FL concept with high performance fluoride glass ensures full optical brilliance and brings the finest details in nature to new life.

*Donated by: Carl Zeiss Sports Optics*
13  CSF 25th Anniversary Ithaca Featherlight 20 gauge Shotgun

American Legacy Firearms (ALF) is grateful for CSF’s efforts to protect and advance hunting, angling, recreational shooting, and trapping in the United States. ALF is proud to partner with CSF in celebrating its 25th Anniversary with a special edition firearm. Built on an Ithaca Featherlight 20 gauge, this firearm is not just a work of art, it’s 100% functional and is engraved with 24kt gold plating. From the depictions of the proud archer and angler on the metal receiver, to the distinct portraits of trout swimming in the river on the fore-ends, careful consideration has been given to each detail. There will only be 250 made in this edition!

Donated by: American Legacy Firearms

14  Two Person, Three Nights, Two Days Waterfowl and Upland Hunt at North Platte Outpost

North Platte Outpost is one of America’s best waterfowl and upland game bird combo destinations with hospitality to match. The one-of-a-kind lodge is a converted livestock auction barn with a unique ambiance all its own. The Outpost sits in the heart of the Central Flyway on the North Platte River and offers some of the finest waterfowl hunting in America. More than four miles of river bottom frontage is augmented with five thousand acres of adjacent cropland. You will shoot Mallards and Greater Canada’s in the morning, then Chukar and Pheasants in the afternoon. Enjoy heated pit blinds and quality decoy spreads along with professional guides and outstanding retrievers waiting for you each morning. North Platte Outpost is an approved Beretta Trident Lodge.

Included: three nights premium lodging, transportation to and from Scottsbluff, NE regional airport, unlimited ammunition for waterfowl, meals prepared by a gourmet chef, quality wines, liquors and beers.

Not included: Licenses, processing, shipping, massages, and 15% gratuity is suggested.

Time frame of trip: 2015 - 2016 Season

Donated by: North Platte Outpost
To create the growing fleet of Kona Carbon bikes, Kona has partnered with Shimano to make one of the best mountain bikes on the market today. The design team worked intimately with production facilities to ensure the desired ride characteristics, durability demands and weight stipulations are met to the highest standards possible. Kona Carbon Race bikes are feather-light, super-fast and very durable.

These bikes feature a Kona Race Light Carbon frame, with a Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes, a Fox Float CTD fork, Shimano Deore 10-speed drivetrain w/ XT Shadow Plus RD, Tubeless ready WTB ST i19 rims, and Maxxis IKON EXO TR 29-inch tires.

Included: The bikes will be delivered and assembled at a local bike shop of your choice.

Donated by: Shimano American Corporation

Huge value and a serious knack for speed comes podium-delivered with the Kona Carbon Race Light monocoque frame and perfectly selected components of the Big Kahuna. The geometry is pure Kona XC: short chainstays for responsive handling, stiff design for effective power transfer, and progressive angles that perfectly balance ride comfort with speed.

Weighing in at just 7.2 pounds and only 20” axle to axle, this bow is no doubt a game changer. It is lighter and faster than its predecessor, the Ghost 400, but has maintained some of its most impressive features. Like the 400, the 410 features Barnett’s proprietary Carbonlite Riser Technology (CRT), which shifts the balance point away from the riser and back to the shoulder of the shooter. Barnett’s unique patent-protected, ultra-light, super-strong Carbonlite riser boasts an incredible 5-to-1 safety factor and provides the perfect balance of weight and speed.

Included: Premium Illuminated Scope, Rope Cocking Device, Cross Carbon 3 Arrow Quiver, Talon Crossbow Sling, and (3) 22” Headhunter arrows.

Donated by: Plano Synergy
Beretta Xtreme Optifade Waterfowl Package

**Shotgun:** Frigid rain, driving sleet, blinding snow and relentless salt spray—hardcore waterfowlers live to hunt in Xtreme conditions and so must their shotgun. Beretta's A400 Xtreme features Kick-Off MEGA's 70% recoil reduction, Blink's 36% faster cycling of any 12 gauge load, and Aqua Technology’s exclusive corrosion proof barrier. These features combine to produce the Xtreme's never quit, show no mercy attitude that will reign in the most Xtreme conditions imaginable. Know No Limits—Go Xtreme.

**Jacket and Pants:** Spend hours in the blind in absolute comfort. Designed to battle the elements and hide you from your prey more effectively than any jacket and pants on the market. The outer jacket shell is constructed of long-lasting, waterproof, breathable Gore-Tex extra protection. The inner detachable jacket is made of Gore Windstopper micro-ripstop fabric with Primaloft insulation to guarantee superior lightweight warmth. The high-performance pant made from Windstopper fabric provides warmth and repels water, while the mesh lining adds breathability.

**Shellbag:** This water-resistant bag is great for organizing everything you take to the blind: shells, calls, chokes, wader repair kit and more. There's even a license holder.

*Donated by: Beretta U.S.A.*

Ambassador 25 Safe with a free SafElert

Industry-leading fire protection and exclusive theft-stopping features make this safe a top-rated performer. Multiple layers of 5/8” fireboard, a 95,000-BTU resistance rating and a Palusol heat-expanding seal provide 90 minutes of fire protection at 1,200°F. Ball-bearing hard plate around the lock snaps invading drill bits for an even greater degree of protection. Four-sided All-Active bolt coverage with extra-thick 1.25” bolts prevents prying. Rugged 11-gauge steel body for tanklike durability. Premium Cool Pocket door-panel storage system provides extra storage and protects accessories from heat damage. Dehumidifier, Motion Activated LED lights, and electrical outlet kit are included. Five-spoke Suretight handle and Silver Pin-Dot velour 4-in-1 flex interior make this safe not only functional but also beautiful! Includes a Free Safelert 24 Hr. safe monitoring System. Made in USA. The winning bidder will work with Liberty to get the safe delivered to the winner’s location.

*Donated by: Liberty Safe*
Two Person, Three Day, Two Nights of Turkey Hunting with the Honorable Lindsay Thomas, Founding Vice-Chairman of the Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus – Screven, Georgia

Hunters serious about harvesting a large wild turkey will enjoy this three day wild turkey hunt for two with former Georgia Congressman - and current member, and immediate past Chairman of the Board at the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation - Lindsay Thomas. Next Spring, you and your guest will hunt Grace Acres Farm, the Thomas family farm in Screven, Georgia.

The winning bidder will receive accommodations at the historic 150+ year-old Captain’s House, complete with all meals.

Congressman Thomas has a reputation as a very experienced turkey hunter with over 70 birds to his and his guests’ credit. He has been featured on numerous outdoor television programs, as well as in several outdoor publications, profiling his commitment to hunting, fishing, and conservation.

Included: Lodging, meals and guide service.

Not included: licenses and transportation to the farm.

Time frame of trip: Georgia Spring Turkey Season, March – May of 2015. Dates to be mutually agreed upon.

*Donated by: The Honorable Lindsay Thomas*